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Upper bound: What is the worst case complexity?

Lower Bound: What is the worst case complexity of 
the best possible algorithm?

The Goal: 
Matching Bounds

(asymptotically)
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Let P be the set of probability distributions
supported over M ! M with densities bounded
from below by a constant a.

M ! ballD(0, 1)1
vol(M) ! cd2
The reach of M is at most ! .3
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Tubular Additive

Q = P
Q = (1! !)U + !P

P ! P

U is uniform
on ball(0, 1)

Let QM,! be

uniform on M!.

Q = {QM,! : M ! M}

Q = {P ! ! : P ! P}

! is Gaussian

with ! ! "

or ! has Fourier transform
bounded away from 0
and ! is fixed.
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To prove:  The density is bounded from below near M 
and from above far from M.
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1 Is the reach the right parameter?

2 What about manifolds with boundary?

3 Homotopy equivalence?

4 How to choose parameters?

5 Are there efficient algorithms?



Thank you.


